With the rapid change in working practices over the past few weeks, due to the Covid-19 outbreak, the need to get staff working from home has meant, in many cases, that the security measures normally in place when in the office have been ignored. This can be due to a lack of licences or simply that personal devices are being used that do not support corporate-level security systems.

The outcome will probably be loss of data, leading to subject access requests and the almost impossible task of finding data scattered across remote personal devices. Deciding if data has really been lost or if it is just a spoof ransom demand will require a smarter way of handling breach investigations, as time will be of the essence, given the Information Commissioner\'s Office rule of a 72-hour notification under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Traditional approaches to the investigation of a breach would involve ploughing through firewall and server logs to identify any unusual behaviour. But if the data is outside the corporate network, this becomes difficult and so will take even longer to make decisions on data leakage.

What is required is a security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) platform, which ingests the 'stolen' data and performs automated tests to see if the data is located in unusual places or has been modified. This process can reduce the total number of records under investigation to only those that match a change. These records can be further investigated to get a better picture of the breach. Imagine if you could get 10 million records down to 50,000 -- how much easier would it be to work on the data?

The SOAR platform can be designed to interrogate many different sources using playbooks to access, for example, the dark web or third-party databases, such as mobile phone carriers.

One marker that can identify a change in data, and thus a possible fraudulent use, is a SIM swap. Here, a mobile number is transferred from one person to another. However, criminals can use this to steal an individual\'s money or gain access to corporate networks, as the use of two-factor authentication (2FA), using SMS texts, is increasing exponentially.

Someone stealing your phone number can result in severe problems, especially as most of our modern 2FA systems are based on SMS messages that can be intercepted using this technique. Criminals can hijack accounts, one by one, having a password reset sent to your phone. They can trick automated systems -- such as banks -- into thinking they're you. And they can use your hijacked number to break into your work email and documents.

Once a SIM swap has been identified, the platform checks other markers, such as the date of change and, if this falls within the expected timeline of the data theft, the number and its corresponding record can be pulled by the platform to enable further investigation, such as location of the SIM, where the SIM data was transferred to, if third parties were involved, etc. If these markers indicate a positive theft, the platform takes the results and feeds back to management to make decisions on the actions to follow.

In the current climate, speed of investigation is key. The only way to achieve this is to automate many of the processes and have access to multiple data sets to correlate against. This data can then be presented to investigators in a clear format, enabling better business decisions that are then fed back into the SOAR platform, to automate even further.
